"Fresh" Laughing Gas or “Wonderful” Odontunder from Dr. Ira W. Stoughton

As he advertised from the corner of 10th and Greene Streets (left) in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Dr. Ira W. Stoughton (1854 to 1920) offered his dental patients a choice of general or local anesthesia. According to this trade card from the Wood Library-Museum’s Ben Z. Swanson Collection, Dr. Stoughton offered his patients "Pure, fresh [Laughing] Gas daily." Although he advertised it as “Dr. Stoughton’s Wonderful Pain Obtunder,” his local anesthetic was branded “Odontunder” and advertised with a cherub winging around with a banner (right). Analysis of Odontunder revealed a 1.35% concentration of cocaine in its proprietary mixture. Conveniently for Dr. Stoughton, his supplier of local anesthetics had, by 1910, become geographically local—the Odontunder Manufacturing Company had moved from Ohio to Stoughton’s Philadelphia. (Copyright © the American Society of Anesthesiologists’ Wood Library-Museum of Anesthesiology.)
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